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Tap The Bubble 2: Penguin Party  

A new comic concept in gaming: Tap the Bubble 2: Penguin Party brings together 

fascinating bubble popping mechanics, multiplayer mode and interactive turn-based 

gameplay with Facebook friends. Can you imagine a summer with cold temperatures, 

freezing wind and open ice? Brr-r-r-r... No? Yes! Welcome to Antarctic summer!  

 

The developers created 
comic characters and nice 

wintery surroundings. In 
this game everybody 

plays as a Penguin 
Aptenodytes Forsteri, or 

simply the Emperor 

penguin. At first launch 

players will see funny 

comics and get daily 

bonuses. 

 

 

Just several seconds will be 
spent in the main menu, 

where a player is offered to 

choose between two playing 

modes:  

- Play with Random 

Opponents 
- Play with Facebook 

Friends 

No splash or loading 
screens… This is a family game for both kids and adults to enjoy. Find 

interesting people from all over the world. This is a true casual game for 

everyone. 
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Just Get Started 

Simple Rules vs. Blitz 

Game Sessions 

Pop-up colored bubbles on the screen 

as fast as you can. You have only 60 

seconds to outscore your opponent.   

Be quick and accurate and luck will 

be on your side!   

Create Combos!  

 If you pop several same-colored 

bubbles in a row, the score will be 

doubled. Get multipliers and 

additional bonuses. Lots of funny 

popping sounds assure good mood 

and hours of laughter for you and 

your little ones.               

This is FEVER TIME! 

Under the score line you can see a Fever Meter, which fills when you tap bubbles 

really fast. Don’t lose time if a needed color is missing, just start tapping other 

bubbles to enable Fever Mode.  
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There is More to Discover!  

Charms and Power-Ups 

 
 More Bubbles - Expert 

Player? Get 20% more 

bubbles and pop them all! 

 Slowly - Bubbles Fly too 

fast? Slow them down and 

enjoy bubble popping! 

 More Bombs - Doubles 

Bomb Bubbles during the 

game! 

 Score Multiplier - Get a 

random score multiplier! 

 Time Bonus. Take your chance and get the time advantage! 
 

AND MUCH MORE!  

 
 

Unlockable Content 

 Multiply your score with 

special Fish Bubbles! 

 Gather fun collectible 

items. 

 Get achievements and 

rewards for exceptional skills. 

 Compete with friends or 

random opponents!  

 Level Up to access new 

Power Ups and Charms.  
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Social Features vs. Multiplayer Mode 

Challenge Facebook Friends 

 

★ Unique FREE online 

gameplay with fast-paced 

bubble tap racings!  

★ Play with your Facebook 

friends  

★ Prove you are the toughest 

penguin. 

 

 

         

 

You can work out your own 

strategy to beat the opponents. Send 

gifts, messages and take on tough 

tap the bubble races with the people 

you know! Submit results to the 

global leader board and win awards. 

Easy-to-learn, hard-to-put-off and 

hilarious game system awaits for 

you in Tap the Bubble 2.  

 

Incredibly simple rules. Or… 

play with no rules at all! 

 Even the youngest players can 

enjoy playing by randomly tapping the bubbles. The game is fun in any way. 

 


